Note that in the case of the S. enterica Typhi dataset, some of the observed variants (typically a few hundred SNPs and a handful of indels) could be true variants from the S. enterica Typhi Ty2 strain that was used as reference. Percentage of bases mapped (B%) and average coverage (C) of the genome is reported in the table below (in the format: B%, C; maximum values in each column are bolded). 
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Figures show IGV browser views of GraphMap mappings to the targeted regions. Note that CYP2D6
has an orthologous gene CYP2D7 that is adjacent to it with 94% identity and yet has very few reads mapped to it. Results are reported in the format: precision-for-2D-reads/recall-for-2D-reads; precision-for-1D-reads/recall-for-1D-reads. As expected, GraphMap's runtime scales roughly linearly with read length and is relatively stable with changes in error rate (S. cerevisiae genome). Memory requirements were also found to be stable with varying error rates and increased slightly with read length. 
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